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ABSTRACT
Wikipedia is an undeniably successful project, with unprecedented
numbers of online volunteer contributors. However, researchers observed that the number of active editors for the largest Wikipedias
started to decline in 2007, after rapid initial growth. Years after
those announcements, researchers and community activists still
need to understand community growth. We studied the growth,
decline, and stagnation patterns of 50 Wikipedia language editions,
and we found that half of them are still growing.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2005, along with growing popularity on the Internet, the number
of registrations on Wikipedia accelerated until obtaining a critical
mass of participants in several languages. Nonetheless, in 2007,
English Wikipedia peaked in the number of active editors - reaching over 60, 000 - and started declining in the following year(e.g.,
43, 000 in 2010, 37, 000 in 2013, 36, 000 in 2016).1 Academic studies presented the overall decline in active editors on the English
Wikipedia as a consequence of the trade-off between massive participation and the need to manage content quality, that led to a more
closed system calcified against changes - especially those proposed
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by newcomers - in the form of policies, among other aspects [1, 3, 7].
As early as 2009, the Wikimedia Movement started a strategy process, which included a task force dedicated to debate about the state
of what they called Community Health.2 This new term was coined
to discuss aspects related to burn-out and editing fatigue, as well
as the potential impact of reverts and community norms on the
decline in the number of contributors. Ever since then, the Wikimedia Foundation has developed numerous initiatives to improve
the user experience, dedicating special efforts to newcomers over
the past years (2014 Growth,3 2017-2018 New Editor Experiences,4
2018-2022 Growth Team5 ) to understand the first days of an editor
and personalize the newcomer experience, and to provide for safety
to all editors.6 However, for large languages like English or German
Wikipedia, the number of active editors remains stagnant. For this
reason, while the discourse of stagnant and declining Wikipedia
language communities is commonly generalized to all Wikipedia
language editions, we wonder if this is really the case. We propose
the objective of assessing the growth, stagnation, decline patterns
in the history of Wikipedia language communities.
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APPROACH

To pursue the objective of assessing growth, stagnation, or decline
patterns in Wikipedia communities, we inspected the temporal
evolution of the number of active editors over time, comparing
the trends obtained for different language editions and performing
clustering to identify general patterns. We computed the monthly
number of active editors for each of the 308 Wikipedia language
editions, and we focused on communities with a minimum of 100
active editors in August 2021. There are 50 such communities. An
active editor is any editor who makes at least 5 edits in one month.
We have used the threshold of 100 active editors, considering that
communities with a lower number may not be consolidated.
We created a timeline for each language edition representing
its monthly number of active editors. To be able to group communities exhibiting similar temporal patterns, we applied k-means
clustering to the time series, and we used dynamic time warping to
measure similarity between the temporal sequences focusing on
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the general pattern [5]. In this way, we obtain a general idea of the
most common patterns that exist among the selected communities.
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trend is similar to that of the previous cluster, with the difference
that after the rise and peak, instead of decline, we see in general a
more stable stagnation pattern. We may also observe a tendency to
decline in the first years of stagnation, and a smooth rise again in
the last years.
The remaining clusters exhibit a different pattern, with a common tendency to keep growing, although at different rates after the initial rise. Cluster 2 includes smaller European language
communities, characterized in the second phase by stronger oscillations around a smooth growing trend. Cluster 3 represents
some Asian language communities that interestingly exhibit a decline/stagnation period followed by a strongly growing pattern.
Communities in Cluster 4, that includes Portuguese, Hebrew, and
languages from post-Soviet countries, see a first rapid growth period, with a different duration for different communities, followed
by a less skewed but still growing trend. Finally, Cluster 5 groups
together communities of different sizes, characterized by a more or
less stable growth trend.
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Figure 1: Each cluster represents a group of language editions
exhibiting a similar temporal trend, according to an execution of the k-means clustering algorithm. Time is expressed
on the x-axis in the number of months since the creation of
a language edition. Gray lines represent the time series of
the individual language editions, and red lines represent the
average over each cluster. The language editions belonging
to each cluster are reported below, with background color
indicating the size range in the number of active editors.

CONCLUSIONS

Our results suggest that, among the largest 50 language editions in
the number of monthly active editors, only half of them exhibit a
pattern of decline or stagnation, while the others are still growing
in the size of their editor community. This represents a significant
breakthrough, given that it was widely assumed that communities
were in decline for not being able to maintain their number of active
editors [2] - possibly because of a focus on the English Wikipedia
and other major language editions and a lack of analysis of smaller
or younger communities.
Further research could shed light on the factors associated with
the different patterns observed, including external factors, e.g., Internet access, geopolitical context, size and demographic composition of a language’s speaker community, language status (official
language or not), and internal factors, i.e., community dynamics,
calcification of policies, social interactions, technical complexity,
platform usability, among others.
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